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About Rex Lewis-Clack and Cathleen Lewis
Born blind, Rex was diagnosed with autism as a toddler, and then labeled a musical genius (piano) by the age of seven, when musicologists became
astounded by Rex's ability to play back complex piano pieces he had heard only once, and then transpose them into other keys or improvise off themes
with little effort. Considered a prodigious musical savant, Rex ranks as one of less than 50 people throughout history to combine blindness, intellectual
disability, and prodigious musical ability.
At 7, his abilities (coupled with disability) came to the attention of CBS's 60 Minutes, who made the unprecedented decision to follow his life and
development. 60 Minutes aired Rex's first profile in 2003 called "Musically Speaking," which was followed by two subsequent profiles, each titled "Rex,"
the first in 2005, and then a second in 2008 (winner of 2008 Edward R. Murrow Award as Best Feature in a Newsmagazine). Rex has been sharing his life
and piano gift with select audiences around the world since the age of 7, inspiring YPO (Young Presidents' Organization) audiences with his unique life
and gifted piano playing and helping raise funds and awareness for select causes such as autism, blindness or other disabilities. In 2006, he was the
winner of the “Winspiration Award” in Germany for taking the hand he’s been dealt in life and using it to not only “win” but also for “inspiring” others to do
the same.
Other media coverage includes a 2011 Science Channel profile on a documentary series called "Ingenious Minds" as one of eight segments, each
featuring an exceptional life (another segment featured renowned autism expert Temple Grandin). Rex was also featured alongside British Savant Derek
Paravicini in the highly acclaimed British Production (in conjunction with Discovery Health) called "The Musical Genius" for the series "Extraordinary
People." The profile aired under the title "Musical Savants" on Discovery Health Channel in 2006.
Rex's biography Rex--A Mother, Her Autistic Child and the Music that Transformed their Lives, by Cathleen Lewis was published by Thomas Nelson in
2008 and subsequently translated into seven foreign languages.
In 2013, Rex and Cathleen launched their Foundation Rex and Friends, which supports musical education for individuals who are blind or autistic. Rex has
been fortunate to have had support throughout his life, which allowed him to develop his unique piano gift, and by extension then fostered critical
development in other areas of his life. Now his Mission through his Foundation is to give that same opportunity to others to "grow their music" and
"grow through music."
In 2017 Rex helped bring about a Rex and Friends merger with CRE OUTREACH, which allowed his group to expand. CRE is a non-profit that has for
mission “to utilize the performing arts as a means to enhance self-esteem, and to empower individuals to overcome the challenges in their lives.” CRE
stands for “Create, Reflect, and Empower,” concepts that have been instrumental in Rex’s own development. Since 2017 Rex has been working with his
group to create and perform original music for original theater plays performed by the only all- blind theater troupe in the United States, “Theater by the
Blind.” In 2018 they opened a dedicated theater in Culver City, "The Blue Door" which houses their play runs.
In 2018 Circa News and 60 Seconds Docs both filmed profiles on Rex that showcased his work with his Rex and Friends group, and how music not only
transformed his life, but how he is now helping transform the lives of others through music.
In 2017 60 Minutes celebrated their 50th anniversary and chose Rex as one of a handful of "Most Memorable" subjects since the celebrated
Newsmagazine began in 1967, and filmed a 60 Minutes Overtime episode with correspondent Lesley Stahl describing why Rex was so memorable.
(Lesley Stahl on meeting Rex, a Blind Savant). 60 Minutes also aired a 2019 Overtime segment devoted to explaining why they began to film follow-ups
on very select subjects, and how Rex was one of the first and most notable subjects they chose to update (The Art of the 60 Minutes Follow-up)
Select Keynotes
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Musically Speaking
Rex shares his life and musical journey through words and music, with the help of his mother Cathleen to help connect the dots. Through brief
discussion of different life themes, which go hand-and-hand with a variety of musical genres, including classical, jazz, original vocal
arrangements and instantaneous improvisations in a variety of musical styles, Rex demonstrates the unique transformational power of music,
not to mention the accelerating vastness and depth of his musical brain. Is it a classical symphony with tumultuous underpinnings, or "all that
jazz"? As Rex continues to push back life's limits, so he crosses musical boundaries more and more in his belief that you should not just think
out of the box, but throw the box away all together, and "just get on with life." Rex has developed the musical equivalent of Q and A to allow him
to "just hang out" and interact with his audiences at the end of his presentation. He calls it "R & I," which stands for "request and improv"--Rex
will take spontaneous requests to play specific song themes, which he will play back, and on which he will then improvise in a different musical
styles. And if there is a pianist in the audience, Rex would be happy to share the piano for a spontaneous duet.
Unplugged
Rex shares his life and musical journey through words and music, with the help of his mother Cathleen to help connect the dots. Through brief
discussion of different life themes, which go hand-and-hand with a variety of musical genres, including classical, jazz, original vocal
arrangements and instantaneous improvisations in a variety of musical styles, Rex demonstrates the unique transformational power of music,
not to mention the accelerating vastness and depth of his musical brain. Is it a classical symphony with tumultuous underpinnings, or "all that
jazz"? As Rex continues to push back life's limits, so he crosses musical boundaries more and more in his belief that you should not just think
out of the box, but throw the box away all together, and "just get on with life." Rex has developed the musical equivalent of Q and A to allow him
to "just hang out" and interact with his audiences at the end of his presentation. He calls it "R & I," which stands for "request and improv"--Rex
will take spontaneous requests to play specific song themes, which he will play back, and on which he will then improvise in a different musical
styles. And if there is a pianist in the audience, Rex would be happy to share the piano for a spontaneous duet.
Select Book Titles
2 0 0 8: Rex: A Mother, Her Autistic Child, and the Music that Transformed Their Lives
Select Articles
Extraordinary Minds--link between Savantism and Autism
Spectrum Magazine feature on Rex exploring how autism can be linked to exceptional talents.
Piano Prodigy to Inspire Others
ABC Eyewitness News Report on Rex using his music to inspire others, through the launch of his new Foundation, Rex and Friends.
Malibu Musical Prodigy to Launch New Foundation
Malibu Times Feature on the launch of Rex's new Foundation, Rex and Friends, in support of music education for individuals who are blind and/or
autistic.
Piano Savant to Graduate from Malibu High
Malibu Times Article Featuring Rex Lewis-Clack, describing his life and what the future after high school represents for him.
Rex Lewis-Clack and Cathleen Lewis
Gail Davis Blog on Constant Contact
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